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If you have a clean installation of Windows XP
then you can do the whole procedure without
a single problem. Just make sure you set the

default boot option to Load Vista or Windows 7
or Windows XP before installing gtis. If youre

on Windows 7 you have to sign in as
administrator. Q2: How can I update gtis? I

have the installer from version 1.58 available
and it gave a certificate error message when I
tried to install version 1.61. The file looks valid

as I pasted it in the installer. What am I
missing? I have Norton 360 antimalware

running and it doesnt seem to have an issue
with it. Did you mean Registry settings arent
saved when you exit gtis? Yup I thought so. I
uninstalled gtis and removed the tis2 folder
and did a backup restore. Then installed it
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again. Also I use the keygen.txt file from the
crack i linked to the installer. I also followed
the installation instructions exactly as they

were written. Doesnt take anything after the
shell part when it prompts you to enter
information to get access to the remote

software. Well its good to know that youve
already made progress on this. Very simple to
do, using the cracked version does not really
require anything other than the Tech2 and a
clean installation of Windows XP. You only

need to use a single PSU from an Opel or Saab
dealer. A stand alone Tech2 with the factory

dongle, it will give you the same configuration
as in the video, without using an Opel or Saab
dealer. I made a video to show my first steps
on achieving this configuration, it has a lot of
the details for this with a lot of screenshots.

The ultimate software can be downloaded at I
pretty much meant that in my previous post
also. The software also contains the TIS2000
USB software which is very important as the

Tech2 uses this to communicate with TIS2000,
it is used for updating security modules,

modules or PCM info, etc. Also the software
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lets you do all the steps in the video I showed
above except the swap bcm. Its a small tab

near the start of the installation process.
There are small green or yellow arrows inside
the tab. I dont remember exactly which one it
uses to select bcm. Anyway, the technical info

is in the description of the video. I have a
Tech2 and at the moment I need to be able to
do exactly as you did in the video in my car,
not being allowed to do that because I cant
access the software part of the car. Im not

sure if you can even do this with a PC as you
cant install or run the PC software without the
security dongle being present, and not be able

to get it.
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you can also download the tcm2000 scanners
which is the os2 compatible variant of the

tis2000 scanners, but both are not compatible
with the gymko tech2 clones from

www.gymko.com. this is because the tcm2000
scanners are windows os2 based instead of

windows osx based. you can obtain a copy of
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windows 2000 or xp pro 32-bit. it includes two
programs for making a bootable cd or usb
drive. pop the bootable device you created
into your laptop, reboot to the device, then

install that operating system onto a seperate
partition of your hard drive, or a different hdd
altogether. or you can install virtualbox (free
software), and run the cracked windows copy
via a virtual machine the method i took to test
this was to create a separate partition on my
ssd and install it there. when the computer

reboots, it will ask you what os you would like
to run. select windows xp pro, then continue
installing tis2000software. if youre gonna be
writing to the main drive on your computer, i

suggest first creating a bootable usb with
clonezilla on it and creating a drive backup

with that this allows you to make a complete
backup image of your hard drive, and allows

you to flash it back to that drive at any time. a
good thing to have around anyway. q1:just did

this everything you need is in the global tis
keygen.txt file that comes inside the crack rar.
however run the gtis install. itll prompt you for
a dealer id. i dont think it actually matters, but
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i googled saab dealer id and used the six digit
number i found maybe 218599 whatever. after

you install it, run it and it will prompt you to
register. fill out all the dealer information (fake

info) and make sure you select register via
fax. it will spit out a pdf save that on your

desktop or whatever then exit gtis. copy the
keygen files into the gtis webserver folder

normally /program files/globaltis/tomcat/weba
pps/tis2web/web-inf/lib open the pdf file you
saved to your desktop and get the software
key number its really long with a bunch of

hyphens open a command prompt, go to the
gtis webserver folder, and run keygen.bat
followed by that long software key number
remove all the hyphens. its great to type

keygen [long number] > regcode.txt so that
the output of keygen gets put in regcode.txt

so its easy to copy and paste. fire gtis back up
and it will continue the registration process.

open regcode.txt there will be a short number
and a long number. cut and paste them into

appropriate boxes in gtis. thats it 5ec8ef588b
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